FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VJ Electronix to Show Speed Improvement for Component Counting at NEPCON
Shanghai

March 2019 — VJ Electronix, Inc., the leader in rework technologies and
global provider of advanced X-ray inspection and component counting
systems, will exhibit in Booth E152 at NEPCON Shanghai 2019, scheduled
to take place April 24-26, 2019 at the Shanghai World Expo Exhibition and
Convention Center.The company will demonstrate automated component counting with material

handling automation for the XQuik II AutoLoad with AccuCount Technology, along with the industry’s
most reliable rework system – the Summit 1800i.
The revolutionary XQuik II with AccuCount Technology is now faster
than ever. With VJ Electronix material handling automation, the
XQuik AutoLoad system automatically counts components and
eliminates all dead time, significantly reducing the cycle time to count
and disposition reels. New parallel processing tehniques allow the
system to aquire images and calculate component count in parallel
with bar code scan, loading and labeling of reels. The revolutionary
XQuik II and XQII AutoLoad with AccuCount Technology remain
best-in-class.
The industry-leading Summit 1800i is an improved version of the
world’s most popular rework system. VJE has maintained all of the
benefits of high efficiency convection heating and the renowned 1-23-Go interface, coupled with updated technology for greater reliability
and an improved price point. Further refinements enhance the
system’s performance with ultra - small components like 01005s,
while maintaining its capabilities with large boards, oversized CPU
sockets, connectors and large BGAs up to 100x100mm.
For more information, visit www.vjelectronix.com.

###

About VJ Electronix
VJ Electronix, Inc. manufactures production ready, automated Rework and X-ray inspection
systems with many advanced capabilities. The company frequently provides custom solutions
tailored to satisfy specific application requirements. VJ Electronix is a worldwide leader in X-ray
Inspection and Rework equipment.
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